
SCRIPTS AND NOTES  
Do students use scripts and/or notes during a presentation? How do students feel about 
these aids when delivering a presentation? Do they feel they are useful?  

 

SCRIPTS AND NOTES 

Scripts and/or notes are often prepared by students before making a presentation. Some 
students feel these are necessary, others however don’t.  

A script is an oral presentation written out word for word, sentence by sentence 

Notes are key words and phrases writen down in note form (no sentences) 

Twenty one (21) students were interviewed after their class presentation and asked 
whether they had used a script or notes during the presentation. The responses are 
summarized below. (Not all interviews elicited a direct response.) 

Summary 

Most students did not use scripts and of those who did prepare one, they often did not use 
it. Quite a few students prepared notes but often didn’t use them. Most students spoke 
freely and used the PowerPoint slides when they forgot what to say. 

 Most students didn’t use scripts  

 Some students prepared notes, but did not always use them 

 Most students spoke from memory (freely) or looked at the PowerPoint slides 

 Four students explicitly eschewed scripts or notes 

 Three students said scripts /notes are useful 

 

 

Student Prepared 
script? 

Used 
script? 

Prepared 
notes? 

Used 
notes? 

Spoke 
freely or 
used 
slides 

Comments 

1.Kamil      NOT MENTIONED 

2.Amy  only 
last 
slide 

  Yes just the last slide I used yes just 
this slide I used a script 
[conclusion slide] others I didn’t 

3.Zhao   Yes No Yes just see slides and eye contact 
with audience and talk myself 

4.Emma   Yes for key 
words 

 no I just have notes to remember 
the key words; I didn’t want script 



so just prepare note 

5.Peter     Yes NOT MENTIONED 

6.Sarah      NOT MENTIONED 

7.Eva   Yes No Yes I had prepared some notes I had 
it before the computer but I 
didn't read it, only if I didn't 
remember something I look at my 
notes 

8.Zoe Yes no    Prefer to use script 

9.David      NOT MENTIONED 

10.Sun No  No  Yes [spoke from memory] yes good 
method because you have to 
know what do you want to talk; 

11.Lucas      NOT MENTIONED 

12.Anna ?  Yes Yes  I use notes, it helped, if I hadn't 
got script I couldn’t say nothing 

13.Paul Yes Yes    why used script? -  because when 
trained I didn't learn as much as I 
though 

14.Ju   Yes Yes  I just had notes, just write down 
key word, because when standing 
in front of many classmates and 
feel nervous I think important to 
keep all this information 

15.Thomas      NOT MENTIONED 

16.Cherry No    Yes no scripts, I thought it would be 
better without; if wrote down 
some words I would not choose 
the words, I would not become 
accustomed, in past I always do 
not use the paper 

17.Lily No  No  Yes no script because I practiced a lot 
of time before presentation, 
when I forget I will look at the 
slides it remind me to what to say 
next part 

18.Dai No  No  Yes because I prepare a lot if I forget I 
will look at PowerPoint, no notes 

19.Hua      NOT MENTIONED 

20.Lee No  No  Yes no notes, I enjoy the feeling the 
flow of thinking just speak 
instinctively without translation 

21.Alice   Yes No Yes yeh I had some notes but 
generally I didn't see that, just 
slides and eye contact with 
audience and talk with myself 

All names are pseudonyms 

 

  



SELECTED QUOTES FROM INTERVIEWS 

4.Emma 

no I just have notes to remember the key words 

I didn’t have-  

I didn’t (write) any script 

to not be just on my script on reading 

I didn’t want that  

didn’t want it 

so I’ve just prepare er (.) prepare some notes 

and er I’ve done three or four times 

no maybe five times the presentation 

alone with two of my friends 

who didn’t know about my subject 

and er with the two friends I was doing the presentation 

we prepare ourselves together 

we do it two times before 

7.Eva 

er (.) I have- (.) I had prepared some /NOTES 

erm (.) I had it er (.) before the /comPUter  

but I didn’t (.) I (.) I didn’t /READ it  

only if I (.) didn’t remember SOMEthing I look at my \NOTES  

12.Anna 

I used \NOTES 

for my \presenTAtion 

yeh it -HELPed me 

because whe- when er if I I haven’t got any SCRIPT I couldn’t say \NOthing 

I think \SO 

18.Dai 

because I prepare lot of time 

and if I forget I look the ppt [powerpoint slide] 

(but you didn’t have any notes ?) 

no I don’t have 
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